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the basis for dungeon defenders is called etheria, and it lies somewhere between the medieval fantasy world of skyrim and the sci-fi future of dungeon keeper. the game is set on a world inhabited by a race of powerful dragons. the surface is covered in a layer of the etheria crystal, and its essentially the equivalent of the ground in a zelda game. and, like zelda, the
surface of etheria is divided up into a series of dungeons, also known as dungeoneers, one for each dungeon. a dungeon is made up of four distinct areas which are called etherian zones. youre able to travel between zones by grabbing a portal located at the edge of the floor, and youll be able to travel from any zone to any other in the game. the game is said to

contain anywhere from 20-40 dungeons depending on which version youre playing. dungeon defenders is all about teamwork. but how does a game about that work? well, in dungeon defenders, each player is given a specific job. your job dictates the strengths of your character, and youll automatically equip the items appropriate for that job. as an example, let us say
youre a warrior. since warriors can use most items, you have a very wide selection of equipment to choose from. you can equip swords, bows, or you can even equip a magic wand. youre allowed to choose your preferred job, and once youre done, youre ready to go. the game keeps track of which jobs are required, and your job queue is your highest priority job. on top
of that, each job allows you to upgrade a certain number of times. dungeon defenders is no longer the little indie game everyone seemed to be looking for, and for that i commend the developers. the game is a blast. there is a lot to love here, even if youre not sure youre gonna keep playing this game long term or if youve already played it. it has some very admirable

qualities, some disappointing flaws, and a very good selection of content that will keep you occupied for a long time. its a must play if youre looking for a great action rpg.
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